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Abstract

A numeration system encodes abstract numeric
quantities as concrete strings of written char-
acters. The numeration systems used by mod-
ern scripts tend to be precise and unambigu-
ous, but this was not so for the ancient and
partially-deciphered proto-Elamite (PE) script,
where written numerals can have up to four
distinct readings depending on the system that
is used to read them. We consider the task
of disambiguating between these readings in
order to determine the values of the numeric
quantities recorded in this corpus. We algo-
rithmically extract a list of possible readings
for each PE numeral notation, and contribute
two disambiguation techniques based on struc-
tural properties of the original documents and
classifiers learned with the bootstrapping algo-
rithm. We also contribute a test set for eval-
uating disambiguation techniques, as well as
a novel approach to cautious rule selection
for bootstrapped classifiers. Our analysis con-
firms existing intuitions about this script and
reveals previously-unknown correlations be-
tween tablet content and numeral magnitude.
This work is crucial to understanding and deci-
phering PE, as the corpus is heavily accounting-
focused and contains many more numeric to-
kens than tokens of text.

1 Introduction

Proto-Elamite (PE) is a partially-deciphered script
unearthed at early 3rd millennium BCE sites across
the Iranian plateau. This script was exclusively
used to record spreadsheet-style administrative ac-
counts, and well over half of the attested glyphs are
known to be digits. Despite this abundance of nu-
meric notations, no large-scale quantitative analysis
of PE numerals has ever been undertaken, and most
prior work has focused on the adjoining text. This is
likely because the script employs multiple distinct
number systems, which use partially-overlapping
sets of digits and occasionally assign distinct values
to identical-looking sign shapes (Figure 1). Many

Sexagesimal
6←− 10←− 6←− 10←− 2←−

Decimal
6←− 10←− 6←− 10←−

Bisexagesimal
10←− 2←− 6←− 10←−

Capacity
6←− 10←− 3←− 10←− 6←−

5←− 2←− 3←− 2←− 2←−

Figure 1: Relative values of digits in the main proto-
Elamite number systems. X n←− Y means that one X
has the same value as n Y s.

numerals can be read according to two or more
of these systems, and represent different values
depending on the system used.

Some PE signs have been given tentative read-
ings in prior work, and on the basis of these read-
ings there appears to be a regular relationship be-
tween the kind of object recorded and the number
system used to count it (in a manner not entirely
dissimilar to the measure words found across East
Asian languages). Knowing which system is in
use for a given numeral therefore increases the pos-
sibility of understanding what category of object
is recorded in the adjoining text, and thus opens
new avenues for the ongoing decipherment of this
script.

In this work, we consider the task of disam-
biguating which systems are used in ambiguous PE
numeral notations in order that the values of these
numerals may be determined. We describe a sim-
ple rule-based technique to extract lists of possible
readings from PE numeral notations, which allows
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us to give the first large-scale survey of PE nu-
merals since Friberg 1978 (whose manual analysis
occurred at a time when fewer texts were known).
We then propose two disambiguation techniques,
one based on the subset-sum problem and another
which uses a bootstrap classifier (Yarowsky, 1995).
We describe the construction of a test set for eval-
uating PE numeral disambiguation models, and
propose a novel approach to cautious rule selec-
tion which significantly improves the performance
of a bootstrap classifier on our data. Our analysis
shows how these techniques lead to a deeper under-
standing of this ancient and undeciphered writing
system.

2 Data & Background

We base our analysis off the transliterated PE cor-
pus hosted by the CDLI.1 Each text in this corpus
contains an optional header, followed by a series
of “entries” written one per line of the transliter-
ated file. Each entry contains a (possibly empty)
span of text, a comma delimiter, and a (possibly
empty) numeral notation. The transliterations use a
work-in-progress signlist that reflects experts’ cur-
rent understanding of the texts, but which may not
exactly match the true character inventory of the
underlying script. In this signlist, characters that
are believed to represent text are transliterated with
labels beginning in “M” (e.g. M001, after Meriggi
who pioneered the study of this script), and those
representing digits are labeled with “N” (e.g. N01).
The notation n(N00) means that the digit N00 is
written down n times. Figure 2 shows an example
of a tablet alongside its transliteration.

Most proto-Elamite numerals are written using
one of four2 number systems, which are called
decimal (D), sexagesimal (S), bisexagesimal (B),
and capacity (C). In spite of their names, all of
these systems use mixed radices. Figure 1 shows
the relative values of the digits in each of these
systems, as derived through prior manual analyses
(Friberg, 1978; Damerow and Englund, 1989; Dahl,
2019). Unlike Hindu-Arabic notation, where the
value of a digit depends on its position, the values

1Cuneiform Digital Library Initiative, https://cdli.
mpiwg-berlin.mpg.de; corpus downloaded 3 Oct 2022.

2Additionally, there are marginal systems (labeled B#, C#,
and C”) which appear to be derived from one of the four main
systems by the addition of hatch marks or boxes drawn around
the digits. These systems are rare, and the extra hatching or
boxing makes them trivial to identify, so we ignore them for
the remainder of this work.

Text Numeral
M056∼f 1(N34) 5(N14) 1(N01) 1(N8B)

= 111.5× N01S

M341 M288 7(N14) 2(N01) 3(N39B)
= 44.6× N01C

Figure 2: Proto-Elamite tablet MDP 26, 177 (Scheil
1935; P008805) alongside its transliteration and con-
verted readings for both numerals. The tablet is read
right-to-left: M056∼f is the sign in the top-right corner.
Observe that 111.5/44.6 equals the 2.5:1 ratio noted in
Section 4.1.2.

of proto-Elamite digits are fixed, and larger values
are denoted by repeating a digit multiple times.

Note that some digits can be used with dis-
tinct values in multiple systems (e.g. N14 equals
10×N01 in S, but only 6×N01 in C): this means
that it can sometimes be impossible to determine
the absolute value of a numeral unless context
makes clear which system it employs.

Since N01 occurs as part of every number sys-
tem, we use this sign as a standard unit and report
values as multiples of N01 whenever we convert
to Hindu-Arabic notation. The S, D, and B sys-
tems are understood to represent unitless cardinal
numbers, while C records unitful measures of vol-
ume. When it is necessary to emphasize that these
systems are not commensurable, we add a super-
script to denote the system in use: e.g. 12× N01C

is a measure of volume which is not equivalent to
12× N01D, despite having identical magnitude.

We summarize the above points with an illustra-
tive example. The following notation (read from
right-to-left)

would be transliterated as 1(N45) 2(N14) 7(N01).
This numeral must use either the S or C system, as
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the large circle N45 only occurs in these systems
(Figure 1). Using the readings from the S system,
this notation encodes a value of

3627× N01= (1× 3600+2× 10+7× 1)× N01

Using the C system, it instead encodes

79× N01 = (1× 60 +2× 6 +7× 1)× N01

Of these, we know that the S reading must be the
correct one, since 7(N01) should never occur in
the C system (every 6 N01 would be bundled into
an N14, so the actual notation for 79× N01C would
be 1(N45) 3(N14) 1(N01)).

It is not clear whether these notations would
have been considered ambiguous at the time they
were written. It is very plausible that the original
scribes would have been able to infer the correct
reading for a numeral based on contextual informa-
tion which is not salient to the modern reader (for
example, by knowing that certain items are con-
sistently counted with a particular number system,
a possibility discussed by Englund 2004, 2011).
There is equally the possibility that these notations
were ambiguous even to their authors, but that this
ambiguity did not interfere with their intended use,
for example if the PE texts were intended for short-
term use when the scribes would still recall which
system they intended at the time of writing.

3 Methodology

3.1 Automated Conversion

We extract all of the numeral notations from the
transliterated corpus by using a regular expression
to find every contiguous sequence of N-signs; we
discard sequences which are damaged, which we
identify as being immediately adjacent to a translit-
erated X or .... Algorithm 1 uses the relative
values from Figure 1 to automatically extract a
dictionary of possible readings for each of these
numerals.

Of the 8011 intact numerals which we have ex-
tracted, there are 7954 for which this conversion
returns at least one reading. Of these, only 1919 un-
ambiguously belong to a particular number system:
the remainder are ambiguous between two, three,
or even all four systems (Table 1). The following
sections outline two proposals for disambiguating
the ambiguous cases. Section 4.1.1 discusses the
57 cases for which there is no valid reading in any
system.

Algorithm 1 PE Numeral Readings

Input: digits = [(n1, sign1), ..., (nk, signk)]
▷ A list of signs and num. times each one occurs.
Returns: A map from number systems to possi-
ble readings for this digit list.
for sys ∈ {S,D,B,C} do

valuesys ← 0

for (n, sign) ∈ digits do
for sys ∈ {S,D,B,C} do

if sign /∈ signs_used_by(sys) then
valuesys ← ⊥
▷ ⊥ means there is no valid reading

in this system.
continue

if n > max_count(sign, sys) then
▷ max_count returns the max num.

of times this digit can occur before it would carry
over to a higher value digit.

valuesys ← ⊥
v ← value of sign in sys
valuesys ← valuesys + n× v
▷ ⊥ plus anything equals ⊥

return {sys 7→valuesys∀sys ∈ {S,D,B,C}}

3.2 Subset-Sum Analysis

Our first approach to disambiguation relies on the
fact that some PE documents end in a summary line,
which records the total sum of the preceding entries.
Although the entries themselves may be ambiguous,
the sums naturally record larger amounts and are
therefore more likely to use high-magnitude digits
that unambiguously belong to a particular system.
When a tablet records values from multiple number
systems, they are summarized separately; thus if
we can identify unambiguous summaries, we can
infer that all of the entries which they sum must
belong to the same system.

To achieve this, we filter the corpus to find texts
with one or two entries on the reverse, as current
understandings of the corpus suggest that these are
likely to be summaries.3 For each of these texts,
we solve an instance of the subset-sum problem
to identify whether any combination of readings
from the obverse adds up to the same value as any
reading of the reverse.

3Some transliterations include an annotation which explic-
itly labels a particular entry as a summary. However, not all
summaries are labeled in this way, so we rely on automatic de-
tection of summaries to expand the number of texts available
for this analysis.
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Possible Readings Number of Numerals

none 57

B 19
C 1727
D 66
S 107

B or D 21
B or S 5
C or S 143

B, C, or S 185
B, D, or S 292

B, C, D, or S 5389

Table 1: Distribution of readings produced by our auto-
mated conversion. A majority of numerals in the corpus
can be read using any one of the four number systems.

If an accurate summation is found, and any of
the component terms has an unambiguous number
system, we use this as evidence to disambiguate the
entire text to that system. We manually evaluate
this approach by confirming with domain experts
whether the resulting disambiguations are correct.

3.3 Bootstrapping

Some of the PE numeral notations are inherently
unambiguous, either because they use a digit which
only occurs in a single system, or because they con-
tain more instances of a digit than would be allowed
by some systems. We propose to use these cases as
seed rules to train a bootstrap classifier (Yarowsky,
1995) for disambiguation.

We choose bootstrapping because it requires
only a small number of seed labels, and as seen
in Table 1 some systems have few unambiguous
attestations. Moreover, bootstrapping yields inter-
pretable results which can be understood by exam-
ining the label distribution associated with each in-
put feature. This helps to legitimize model outputs
to domain experts, and to situate model predictions
relative to prior manual analyses.

Table 2 lists the features used by our classifier. A
numeral’s initial label distribution is uniform over
every system for which our automated conversion
returns a valid reading, and zero elsewhere. We use
the DL-2-ML algorithm (Haffari and Sarkar, 2007;
Abney, 2002), which models πx(j) (the likelihood
that sample x belongs to class j) as

Feature Description of Value(s)

TABLET The tablet where this numeral oc-
curs.

FIRST_SIGN The first sign of the tablet where
this numeral occurs (where we
may expect to find a header).

SAME_ENTRY Bag of signs which occur in the
entry preceding this numeral.

SAME_TABLET Bag of signs which occur any-
where on the same tablet as this
numeral.

OBJECT The sign immediately preceding
this numeral (where we may ex-
pect to find a counted object).

IMPLICIT_OBJECT The last sign in the first entry of
the text where this numeral occurs
(where we may expect to find an
implicit object).

Table 2: Each numeral is associated with a set of fea-
tures from this list, which we use to train our bootstrap
classifiers.

πx(j) ∝
∏

f∈Fx

θfj

where Fx is the set of features associated with sam-
ple x, and θfj is a learnable parameter which mea-
sures the association between feature f and class j.
We apply the “cautious” approach from Collins and
Singer 1999, which limits the number of rules that
can be added to the decision list at each iteration
of training. Specifically, candidate rules are sorted
according to the number of labeled examples that
support them, and only the n with the largest sup-
port are added to the decision list.4 n starts at 5
and increases by 5 each iteration.

The cautious algorithm was motivated by the
observation that “the highest frequency rules [are]
much ‘safer’ [than low-frequency rules], as they
tend to be very accurate” (Collins and Singer,
1999). This observation does not seem to hold
for our data, where many of the most frequent fea-
tures barely meet the confidence threshold to be
added to the decision list and, impressionistically,
do not appear to be any more accurate than those
with lower frequency. We therefore propose a novel
approach to cautious rule selection whereby θf is

4Whitney and Sarkar 2012 note that many details are omit-
ted from the description of the cautious algorithm in Collins
and Singer 1999. We follow Whitney and Sarkar in assuming
that confidence thresholding is performed using unsmoothed
label counts. However, we differ from their approach by se-
lecting the top n rules overall (not the top n for each label) as
this yields stronger results on our data.
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only updated if the update increases maxj θfj , i.e.
if it increases the confidence of the label distribu-
tion associated with feature f . In this setting we
visit the features in a random order each iteration,
to prevent a degenerate outcome whereby endless
incremental updates are made only to the first rules
visited.

System Number of
Test Items

B 3
C 18
D 14
S 13

Table 3: Distribution of target classes in our numeral
disambiguation test set. This set contains every instance
of the B class which we were able to manually dis-
ambiguate with the help of domain experts; the other
classes are kept small to maintain as balanced a distri-
bution as possible.

Prior to training, we upsample seeds with rare
labels to obtain an equal number for each class.
We evaluate our classifiers on a test set which we
construct by manually disambiguating some of the
ambiguous notations in the corpus. We endeav-
oured to keep this set as balanced as possible, but
some systems (particularly B) can only be confi-
dently identified in a few texts. This means the
test set cannot contain every numeral for which we
know the target label, as doing so would yield too
great an imbalance between classes. Appendix A
describes what evidence was used to disambiguate
each numeral in the set, and Table 3 summarizes
the overall class distribution. All of the labels in
the test set have been verified by domain experts.

4 Results

4.1 Automated Conversion

4.1.1 Invalid Notations
There are 57 intact numerals for which our auto-
mated conversion does not return a valid reading
according to any number system. The vast majority
of these violate the bundling principles established
in prior work and shown in Figure 1. For example,
the notation 11(N01) in P008043 should not be
attested in any system, as every system carries over
to a higher digit after at most ten N01s.

Some of these illegal notations may reflect er-
rors on the part of the original scribes. For ex-

Systems Used Number of Tablets

C and S 12
C and D 15
C and B 4
S and D 1

Table 4: Number of tablets which unambiguously use
more than one number system.

ample, in P008844, the sum of the D values on
the obverse equals 9(N23) 3(N14) 3(N01), or
573; the scribe has actually written 9(N23) 7(N14)
3(N01), which violates the usual principle that 6
N14s carry over to one N23. This suggests that the
scribe may have conceived of the D system as a
truly decimal notation (in which case the least sig-
nificant digits would be written as 7 tens and 3
ones, exactly as we find on the tablet), forgetting
that N23 uses a different radix. Several of the other
aberrant notations lend credence to this view, such
as P008788 which apparently records 88 M367s
(likely goats, usually counted with D) as 8(N14)
8(N01). These cases suggest a lack of standardi-
sation across scribes or across documents, which
is consistent with the longstanding view that the
writing system never achieved a significant degree
of standardisation (Dahl, 2019).

4.1.2 Mixed Systems
Our automated conversion reveals numerous ac-
counts (Table 4) which unambiguously use two
different number systems (no tablets unambigu-
ously use more than two systems). In all but one
of these, the C system occurs alongside one of
the “integer” systems S, D, or B. This suggests a
general pattern of accounts which record capaci-
ties of goods received/disbursed from/to individual
people, animals, households, or other entities also
counted in whole numbers on the tablet. The text
P009383 is unique in that it unambiguously uses
two of the “integer” systems S and D. On close
inspection, however, the original tablet is heavily
abraded where the putative S notation occurs, and
the sign which forces this notation to be read as
S (N08) is almost entirely unreadable. Given the
otherwise total absence of texts which mix inte-
ger systems, we posit that this text may contain a
transliteration error and that the broken sign is not
in fact an N08.

Several texts which mix the S and C systems also
have other features in common. P008796, P008798,
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and P008805 are exemplary of this group, which
are all two-entry texts where the first entry is an
S-denominated amount of M056∼f (possibly a
plow), and the second is a C-denominated amount
of M288. In all of these texts, there are exactly
2.5 × N01S per N01C : this ratio was previously
identified and discussed by Damerow and Englund
(1989); Englund (2004). P008791 appears to be-
long to this same class of texts, and given that the
first entry records 128× N01S M056∼f we should
expect 51.2 × N01C in the final entry (or 8(N14)
3(N01) 1(N39B)). We actually find 52 × N01C ,
or 8(N14) 4(N01). Close inspection of the tablet,
however, reveals that there has been a translitera-
tion error, and that the final sign, although mostly
broken, is recognizably an N39B. The text yields the
expected ratio when this mistake is corrected. Er-
rors such as these are much easier to identify when
dealing in converted Arabic numerals, which mod-
ern readers can understand and manipulate more
quickly and intuitively than the original PE nota-
tions.

Out of 244 signs which precede at least two un-
ambiguous notations, only 11 occur next to no-
tations from distinct systems. These 11 (M001,
M056∼f, M059, M096, M124, M218, M305,
M327, M371, M387, M388) include signs which
have been speculated (Dahl, 2019) to represent hu-
man laborers or overseers (M388, M124), signs
with possible syllabic values (M001, M096, M218,
M387, M371), and headers or account owners
(M059, M305, M327). In other words, these are
signs which we expect to qualify or describe an
object being counted, and not to be counted them-
selves. It therefore appears that, while counted
objects are consistently recorded using one par-
ticular number system, these qualifying signs can
potentially be used to qualify objects from several
different systems. This suggests a novel approach
to determine the function of signs with unknown
meanings, by looking at the variety of number sys-
tems they occur beside.

4.2 Subset-Sum Analysis

Our subset-sum analysis identifies 24 texts which,
upon manual inspection, can be fully or partially
disambiguated based on their summary line(s). We
highlight one which is of particular interest. In
P008014, all entries must use the C system in or-
der to equal the same value as the unambiguous C
summary on the reverse. The text of the summary

contains only the “grain container” sign M288, im-
plying that the entire tablet should record amounts
of M288. However, on the obverse of the tablet,
M288 only occurs as the final sign of the very first
entry. This suggests that the scribe has only explic-
itly marked the counted object in the first entry, and
left it implicit in the following entries (this is in
keeping with known practices from other ancient
Mesopotamian accounting corpora; Nissen et al.
1993, pp. 37–38, Englund 2001). This means that
there exist long-distance dependencies between the
entries in some texts, which need to be accounted
for if these texts are to be fully understood.

4.3 Bootstrapping

Figure 3 and Table 5 compare results from our two
approaches to bootstrapping. The baseline, vanilla
bootstrapping algorithm achieves a mediocre 0.60
F1. Recall of the B and S classes is perfect, but
only half of the instances of the C class are cor-
rectly labeled. This classifier does not seem to
have uncovered any clear signals to identify the D
system: 3 instances of this class remain unlabeled
(none of their associated features ever attained the
required confidence to be added to the decision
list), and those which are labeled are distributed
uniformly across all of the possible classes.

4-way 2-way
Model prec. rec. F1 prec. rec. F1

Baseline 0.64 0.56 0.60 0.74 0.65 0.69
Ours 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.90 0.90 0.90

Table 5: Numeral disambiguation results. In the 4-
way setting, we seek to identify exactly which number
system is in use for each numeral. In the 2-way setting,
we only seek to distinguish C notations from everything
else.

By contrast, our proposed approach to cautious
rule selection yields 0.88 F1, with significantly
better recall of both the C and D classes than the
baseline. This suggests that frequency-based cau-
tion may be ill-suited for bootstrapping on some
datasets, and that, in settings where bootstrap classi-
fiers remain viable, it may be worthwhile to explore
alternative approaches to cautious rule selection.

Note from Figure 1 that ambiguities between the
S, D, and B systems primarily come from the digits
N01 and N14 , which have the same relative val-
ues across all three systems. S and B further over-
lap in the sign N34 , which also maintains the
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Figure 3: Confusion matrices from classifiers trained
using the vanilla bootstrap algorithm (left) and our pro-
posed variant (right).

Figure 4: 2-way disambiguation results. Confusion ma-
trices from vanilla bootstrapping (left) and our proposed
variant (right).

same value across both systems. Thus many numer-
als which are technically ambiguous between these
systems nonetheless have unambiguous values.5 In
settings where the absolute value of a numeral is
all that matters, it is therefore usually sufficient to
distinguish these systems from C without distin-
guishing them from one another. In this two-way
setting, our model achieves 0.90 F1, versus 0.69 F1
from the vanilla baseline (Figure 4).

We emphasize that our test set only contains
numerals which domain experts were able to dis-
ambiguate based on manual inspection. Easy cases
may therefore be over-represented, and we expect
our results to be an upper bound on the classifier’s
accuracy across the whole corpus. Despite this, the
results are strong enough to suggest that a majority
of the ambiguous numerals in the corpus can be
disambiguated with some certainty.

5 Analysis

In this section, we investigate how the features
from our bootstrap classifier relate to known or
hypothesized properties of the script.

A number of signs have been suggested as indi-
cating types of livestock (sheep, goats, etc.); these
include M346, M362, M367, and M417 (Dahl,

5Here we assume that the absolute value of N01 is the same
across all three systems, and not just its value relative to the
other digits. Current understandings suggest that this is the
case, but the undeciphered nature of the script means this is
technically not certain.

2005). In our analysis, all of these signs also pre-
dict the decimal system, which suggests that they
were typically used to count flock sizes.

M376 has been suggested as either a "high-status
human" (Dahl, 2005, p. 95) or livestock (Kelley,
2018, p. 165); it is strongly predicative of the sexi-
gesimal system in our analysis. Other objects asso-
ciated with this system include M056∼f (a plow),
M219, M371 and M296 (very speculatively, sylla-
bles used to write personal names), M059, M145,
and M365 (“owners”, possibly persons or insti-
tutions to whom these accounts belonged), and
M269∼c (a vessel?). This may cast some doubt
on the livestock reading for M376, in favor of the
high-status human reading which is a more natural
fit among the owner signs and possible personal
names in this collection.

We note one text, P008212, which may exhibit
a consistent ratio related to M376. P008212 alter-
nates between entries ending in M288 and entries
ending in M376 or M367∼i. The magnitude of the
numeral in an M288 entry is always exactly 4 times
as large as the magnitude of an adjacent M376 en-
try, or 2 times as large as an adjacent M367∼i entry.
This pattern is very unlikely to be due to chance,
as it holds across 44 total entries. Whatever the
meaning of M376, on the basis of this text we can
assert that it is associated with amounts of M288
that are exactly twice as large as those associated
with M367∼i. To our knowledge this ratio has not
yet been noted in previous publications.

After disambiguating every numeral in the cor-
pus to the most likely system according to our boot-
strap classifier, we measure the average magnitude
of counts associated with each feature. We ob-
serve that certain features accompany significantly
higher or lower counts than others. Entries ending
in M288 have the largest capacity magnitudes on
average, while those ending in M263 are among the
smallest. Both signs have been speculated to repre-
sent containers; from our results one might further
speculate that M263 is a container of smaller di-
mension, or one that was never dealt with in bulk
quantities. Entries ending in M297∼b also accom-
pany unusually large capacity measures, though
the visually-similar M297 does not stand out as
unusually large or small. This may point towards
these signs having distinct meanings or uses despite
sharing a visual resemblance.

The numerical systems of proto-Elamite have
been proposed to have functional uses relating to
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cultural practices in 3rd millennium south-western
Iran. For instance, the capacity system (C) is
suggested to be used for counting rations dis-
bursed to households or workers (Kelley, 2018, pgs.
153-155). Among the recipients of these rations
are M388 and M124, parallel “worker categories”
which may represent the heads of work teams. We
find that entries beginning in M388 accompany sig-
nificantly larger capacity measures on average than
those in M124, which may point towards M388
individuals heading teams of larger sizes or com-
prising workers of higher status.

6 Related Work

Naik et al. (2019) demonstrate that word embed-
ding models fail to capture magnitude and numer-
ation (i.e. the equivalence between 3 and three),
and suggest the need for dedicated representations
of numerals in NLP models. Sundararaman et al.
(2020) follow up with DICE embeddings designed
to explicitly capture both magnitude and numer-
ation, and demonstrate improved results on nu-
meracy tests introduced by Wallace et al. (2019).
Spithourakis and Riedel (2018) describe a GMM-
based approach to numeral embedding for language
models, which also incorporates explicit represen-
tations of magnitude. These models assume that
the magnitudes in question are known and must
simply be encoded; they do not consider the task of
determining magnitude from ambiguous notations.

While introducing a benchmark to test LM nu-
meracy, Shi et al. (2022) note that numeral repre-
sentations can vary across scripts; however, they
assume a setting where the conversion to Hindu-
Arabic notation is straightforward, and do not dis-
cuss ambiguities which may result from this con-
version.

One approach to handling numeric values in
word problems is to replace them with variables
v1, v2, ..., generate the solution as an equation in
terms of these variables, and substitute the original
values back to obtain a concrete solution. Wu et al.
(2021) note that the choice of equation can some-
times depend on whether the original quantities
were absolute values or percentages, and therefore
this replacement can introduce ambiguities which
make some problems unsolvable. They introduce a
magnitude-aware encoding for digit sequences, and
describe a numerical properties prediction mech-
anism which estimates whether a numeral is an
integer, fraction, percentage, etc. This mirrors our

attempt to predict an underlying number system.
Berg-Kirkpatrick and Spokoyny (2020) investi-

gate the task of predicting a numeric value given
surrounding text as context. They find that models
which implicitly separate a value’s mantissa from
its exponent achieve better results than those which
predict the value directly, and that context from
large pretrained text encoders is useful even when
the pretraining task was not focused on promoting
numeracy. As we are dealing with an undeciphered
corpus, our models are unfortunately unable to rely
on pretrained embeddings for context.

Friberg (1978) is responsible for early analyses
of proto-Elamite and proto-cuneiform (a related
script which is also partially deciphered) which
helped to establish the relative values of the digits
in these corpora. Nissen et al. (1994) perform what
is possibly the earliest computer-assisted analysis
of bookkeeping practices in proto-cuneiform, while
Damerow and Englund (1989) and Englund (2011)
discuss accounting practices in proto-cuneiform
and proto-Elamite and the relationships between
the two.

7 Conclusion

We have automated the process of extracting can-
didate readings for ancient proto-Elamite numeral
notations, and have described ambiguities in the
original script which make this extraction chal-
lenging. We present two approaches for disam-
biguating these ambiguous notations: one exploits
a common structural property of proto-Elamite ac-
counts to look for unambiguous summations, and
the other exploits the few unambiguous notations
to train a bootstrap classifier. We create a test set
for the disambiguation task by manually disam-
biguating a subset of the corpus, and we describe
a novel variant of cautious rule selection which
significantly improves bootstrapping performance
on this test set. As a result of this work, we are
able to assign confident values to a majority of
the numeral notations in proto-Elamite, to identify
and correct a number of transliteration errors in the
proto-Elamite corpus, and to shed new light on ex-
isting hypotheses about the meanings of some signs
in this partially-deciphered script. As the proto-
Elamite script was fundamentally an accounting
technology, we believe that this work represents a
crucial step towards deepening our understanding
of this ancient corpus.
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Limitations

As PE remains largely undeciphered, our results
can only be evaluated on the small subset of numer-
als which we have manually disambiguated. As
noted in the paper, these may be easier than the
rest of the corpus, meaning our evaluation can only
give an upper bound on model performance.

We use a feature-based classifier to give inter-
pretable results which can more easily be shared
and discussed with non-technical experts in As-
syriology. A limitation of this approach is that
model performance depends on the choice of in-
put features, and features which are effective can
sometimes seem arbitrary. We attempt to justify
the features used by our model by explaining in
Table 2 which aspects of the script each is intended
to capture.

Lastly, PE numerals are just one aspect of a com-
plex and multifarious decipherment problem. Our
results alone cannot paint a complete picture of this
script, and must be interpreted in relation to results
from outside of computer science.
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A Constructing a Test Set for Numeral
Disambiguation

This appendix describes a set of ambiguous nu-
merals which we believe can be confidently dis-
ambiguated. Together, these numerals comprise
the test set which we use to evaluate automated
disambiguation via bootstrapping.

A.1 Capacity Measures
P008014 Our subset-sum analysis (Section 3.2)
reveals that the sole entry on the reverse of
this tablet (P008014:18:num) exactly equals the
sum of the entries on the obverse, provided
the whole tablet is read in the capacity system.
This is consistent with the fact that four of the
entries on the text are unambiguously capac-
ity measures (P008014:11:num, P008014:14:num,
P008014:15:num, and P008014:18:num; the other
entries are SDBC-ambiguous). Moreover, the ap-
parent summary line has an M288 object, and the
first entry on the obverse ends in M288. This sug-
gests that the entire text may record amounts of
M288 (which is strongly associated with the ca-
pacity system), but that this object has been left
implicit in all but the first and last entries.

On the basis of this evidence, we
disambiguate the seven ambiguous
entries in this text (P008014:6:num,
P008014:7:num, P008014:8:num, P008014:9:num,
P008014:10:num, P008014:12:num,
P008014:15:num) to the capacity system.

A.2 Sexagesimal Measures
P008173 Our subset-sum analysis reveals that
the first entry on the reverse (P008173:13:num),
which is an unambiguous sexagesimal notation
counting 7.5× N01S instances of M376, exactly
equals the sum of the M376 entries on the obverse
(P008173:5:num, P008173:7, P008173:8) if these
entries are read in the sexagesimal system. On
the basis of this evidence we disambiguate these
entries to the sexagesimal system.

M056∼f/M288 Texts P008798 is exemplary of
a set of two-entry texts of comparable physical di-
mensions (approx. 43mm x 31mm x 18mm) which
count M056∼f in the first entry and M288 in the
second. In many of these texts, the first entry is
unambiguously sexagesimal and the second is un-
ambiguously capacity; in these cases the amount
of M056∼f is always exactly 2.5 times the amount
of M288.
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If P008797:6:num is read as a sexagesimal nota-
tion, then this text follows the same pattern as these
other texts, and exhibits the expected 2.5:1 ratio of
M056∼f to M288. On the basis of this evidence we
disambiguate this entry to the sexagesimal system.

By the same argument, we also disambiguate
P008791:6, P008799:6, P008800:6, P008801:6,
P008802:6, P008804:4 and P008810:7 to the sexa-
gesimal system.

A.3 Decimal Measures

P008179 This tablet is broken: a fracture on the
obverse renders one digit partially unreadable. The
broken digit has been restored as 2(N23), but we
propose that the correct reading should in fact be
1(N23).

To see that this should be the case, notice that
the first entry on the reverse (P008179:14:num)
unambiguously equals 852× N01D; this is exactly
the same sum obtained by reading the obverse en-
tries in the decimal system, provided one uses our
restoration instead of the current transliteration.

This reading is consistent with the fact that
some entries (P008179:8:num, P008179:9:num,
P008179:14:num) are already unambiguous dec-
imal counts. Moreover, all but one of the entries on
the obverse count the same object (M388), which
further points towards their likely using the same
number system. On the basis of this evidence, we
disambiguate P008179:10 and P008179:11 to the
decimal system.

The original restoration (2(N23)) presumably
arose from the observation that the lacuna is wide
enough to span two signs. The last visible sign
before the lacuna is M388, which only occurs at the
very end of entries elsewhere in this text, implying
that all of the missing signs are likely digits. Our
proposed reading requires that the N23 in the lacuna
occupy a slightly wider space than would be typical,
or perhaps that some of the lacuna be occupied by
an erasure. If the original restoration is correct,
there must instead be an arithmetic error in the
summary line (which in this case differs from the
true sum by 1(N23)).

P008012 Following the claim that sheep and
goats are counted decimally in proto-Elamite (En-
glund, 2011), the entirety of this text should be
expected to use the decimal system. Our subset-
sum analysis confirms that the entry on the reverse
(P008012:16) equals the sum of the entries on the
obverse when read in this system, though in this

case that would also be true for sexagesimal and
bisexagesimal readings. Notably, the summation
does not work out if the summary is read as a capac-
ity measure. Thus, while we may confidently say
that this text does not contain capacity measures,
we can only tentatively assign it to the decimal
system in particular.

P008243 Kelley (2018) observes that this is a
decimally-counted roster. We follow this author in
disambiguating all ambiguous numerals in this text
to the decimal system.

A.4 Bisexagesimal Measures
P009048 This text contains a large number
of unambiguous bisexagesimal notations. Of
these, P009048:16:num counts the same object
(M352∼h) as P009048:19, on the basis of which
we propose that P009048:19 is also a bisexa-
gesimal notation. Similarly, the unambiguous
entries P009048:10 and P009048:15 count the
same objects (M351+X and M354, respectively) as
P009048:13 and P009048:7, respectively, on the
basis of which we also disambiguate these entries
to B.
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